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Agenda

In the next hour we’ll …
1. Identify where we might use scripted multimedia components in our
instructional programs.
2. Examine demonstrations, documentaries, and dramatizations as design forms,
with notes on three production styles.
3. Discuss the four main steps of the scriptwriting process.
4. Recognize the ingredients of a complete narrative outline, and the style and
substance of an effective script treatment.
5. Share thoughts on narrative structure and three (script)writing principles key
to making your scripts compelling, instructionally sound, and cost-effective.
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Thinking In Pictures

(The Sunset Beacon, November, 2008/January, 2011)
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Instructional Multimedia Components

eLearning environments communicate with learners in many ways, ranging from static
displays of text and graphics to highly interactive means like message boards, forums,
chats, and wikis. Midway among these methods are multimedia components, those
brief audio/visual pieces we’re often asked to click and watch for discrete, limited
instructional purposes. These are the ultimate products of the sort of scriptwriting we’ll
explore here.
Though they may live in highly interactive learning environments, such multimedia
components are, in fact, passive viewing experiences in themselves. They’re capable
only of displaying content, repeatedly in the same way each time. If a multimedia event
offers a more complex interactive experience, it’s probably the result of a set of related
multimedia components linked together to produce a seamless display.
Of course, incorporating multimedia components skillfully into our larger instructional
programs is a part of our job as scriptwriters too. We’re as responsible for making sure
our pieces dovetail neatly with all the elements that surround them as we are for what
occurs within the multimedia components themselves.
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Instructional Events/Multimedia Possibilities
Gagne’s Nine Events of Instruction
1. Gain Attention
2. Inform Learners of the Objective
3. Stimulate Recall of Prior Learning
4. Present the Content
5. Provide Learning Guidance (Transfer to Long-Term Memory)
6. Elicit Performance
7. Provide Feedback
8. Assess Performance
9. Enhance Retention and Transfer

Some Possibilities for Multimedia Components
presentation
real-world
connection
example
exploration

wrap-up

overview
motivator
practice

attention
grabber

backgrounder
warm-up

discussion
starter

springboard

explanation
elaboration
summary

assessment
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Multimedia Component’s Position Within a Containing Program

Multimedia components may appear at all levels throughout a containing program’s
structure. Here they’re represented as elements within a standard segment layout.

Design your multimedia component
to be a stand-alone piece that can
play from start to finish with the
minimum of user controls:
Play – Pause – Stop – Replay

MC

MC

MC

MC

MC
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Three Presentation Genres/Three Production Styles

Presentation Genres
Most multimedia components we encounter in instructional programs fall into one of
three broad categories:
Demonstration
Documentary
Dramatization
Exploring each of these presentation genres separately and together helps deepen
our understanding of their structural features, and the stylistic conventions audiences
have come to associate with them. It enlarges our toolbox of scriptwriting options, as
we decide how to best present our content in ways that stand up over time.
Production Styles
Three basic production styles are commonly used to create multimedia components.
The styles are distinguished primarily by the visual media types they employ:
Slide Show*
Images: stills (photographs, 1D/2D/3D graphics, screen captures)
Words: voice-over narration, character dialog, on-screen text
Animation
Images: moving (1D/2D/3D graphics, screen captures)
Words: voice-over narration, character dialog, on-screen text
Video
Images: full-motion (digital, digitized film)
Words: voice-over narration, character dialog
Though a given multimedia component may combine use of two or all of these
production styles, it’s instructive to consider each style separately.

__________________________________________________________________
* The term “slide show” is used here as a catch-all phrase for multimedia components ranging from
simple sequences of photographs to expensive productions involving high quality graphics and
complex audio tracks.
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Three Presentation Genres: Distinguishing Features

As competent scriptwriters, we must be keenly aware of features that immediately
identify a multimedia piece as a demonstration, a documentary, or a dramatization.
What must a piece have, or not have, to fit into one of these categories?

As an audience member, what would you expect in terms of media and
content from a demonstration, a documentary, or a dramatization?
In terms of media …
Visuals
Photographs
Graphics (still diagrams, charts, 1D/2D/3D drawings, etc.)
Animation (moving graphics, 1D/2D/3D characters, etc.)
Video (full-motion, digital, digitized film)
On-Screen Text (captions, subtitles, commentary, etc.)
Sounds
On-Screen Voices
Voice-Over Narration
Music
Sound Effects
In terms of content…
On-Screen Appearances
Spokespersons, Hosts, Course Guides
Fictional Characters/Settings/Situations
Real People/Settings/Situations
Interviewees
Narrative Structure
Procedural (actions, events, steps, phases)
Expository (premises, evidence, arguments)
Theatrical (actions, events, conflicts, resolutions)
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The Scriptwriting Process

The Scriptwriting Process
Step 1: Define the Program
Step 2: Acquire the Base Content
Step 3: Write the Script Treatment
Step 4: Write the Script
The instructional multimedia scriptwriting process has four main steps, culminating
with the writing of the script itself:
Step 1: Identify the basic facts and factors that are shaping your
Define the Program program or capable of affecting its outcome.
Step 2: Conduct whatever additional subject-matter research is
Acquire the Base Content necessary to make sure your script meets its goals.
Step 3: Bring together all you’ve learned in Steps 1 and 2, and
Write the Script Treatment write a concise, comprehensive blueprint for your script.
Step 4: Convert your script treatment into a precise blueprint for
Write the Script your multimedia piece.
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The Scriptwriting Process: Defining The Program

The Scriptwriting Process
Step 1: Define the Program
Step 2: Acquire the Base Content
Step 3: Write the Script Treatment
Step 4: Write the Script
In Step 1 of the Scriptwriting Process, Define the Program, your work is to identify as
plainly as possible all the facts and factors that are:
1. initially shaping the program in your stakeholders’ minds, and
2. capable of affecting its progress or outcome during development and production.
Depending on the size of your project, this step may well involve fact-finding in many
more areas than multimedia components will address. The information you’ll need to
obtain generally falls into these six categories:
1. Instructional Goal(s) – The program’s intended learning outcome(s).
2. Target Audience – The characteristics of those the program must reach.
3. Media Details – The program’s physical/virtual specifications and logistical
constraints.
4. Production Milestones – Key project events and deliverables.
5. Stakeholders/Project Team Members – Everybody who’s anybody on the
project.
6. Content and Design Features – Additional details/opinions/requirements
relating to the program’s intent, content, structure, and aesthetics.
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The Scriptwriting Process: Acquiring the Base Content

The Scriptwriting Process
Step 1: Define the Program
Step 2: Acquire the Base Content
Step 3: Write the Script Treatment
Step 4: Write the Script
Step 2 of the Scriptwriting Process, Acquire the Base Content, simply refers to
conducting whatever additional research you need to prepare a script that fully meets
your program’s instructional goals. Your activities in this phase depend entirely on
the project, but they inevitably involve:
Verifying the currency and accuracy of your data.
Source material is rarely as immediately usable as clients think. Technical accuracy
is your first priority, so verify that all information you’re given is true and up-todate. Double-check all facts, concepts, and behaviors you anticipate addressing in
your program’s multimedia components. In cases of new products or services,
flag everything you suspect is still in prototype stage or otherwise provisional.
Becoming a temporary subject-matter expert.
As you delve deeper into the material, notice how your own understanding of it
grows. Experience it as a novice would. Document your learning process by
audio- or video-recording your content meetings and scouting trips to people and
places important to your program. Transcribe these recordings to uncover details
and nuances you may have missed at the time because your mind was occupied with
learning.
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The Scriptwriting Process: Writing the Script Treatment

The Scriptwriting Process
Step 1: Define the Program
Step 2: Acquire the Base Content
Step 3: Write the Script Treatment
Step 4: Write the Script
Step 3 of the Scriptwriting Process, Write the Script Treatment, involves bringing
together what you’ve learned about your piece in Steps 1 and 2 of the Scriptwriting
Process, and expanding its original concept into a concise, comprehensive blueprint for
a script – a script treatment.
Script treatments represent the essential (and unavoidable) background work of
scriptwriting. Much of this work never shows up visibly or verbally in the final product,
but it underlies all that does, and allows your final scriptwriting phase to be an
unencumbered, creative endeavor.
What an effective script treatment does is convey a clear, abbreviated impression of a
multimedia piece to anyone trying to imagine it for the first time. In your treatment
you’ll describe all that you wish to express in your eventual script, but in more general,
provisional terms that your stakeholders may absorb quickly, and suggest specific
changes to easily.
It isn’t easy. The process challenges you to build a complete mental picture of your
piece, from start to finish, and put that mental picture into words vividly. It forces
you to filter all the facts and opinions, pictures and voices, actions, people, places, and
things that have crowded your imagination throughout your definition and research
phases, and choose only those worthy of including between fade in and fade out.
Above all, a solid script treatment proves to your project team that you understand
the project’s demands. They’ll also welcome the opportunity your treatment gives
them to develop a preliminary production budget and schedule for the piece.
So, for all the reasons stated, consider script treatments your first scriptwriting
deliverables, even if you never have before.
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Developing a Script Treatment: Style

The following excerpts are from script treatments written for longer format
instructional multimedia programs. Your script treatments should exhibit similar
brevity, clarity, and directness.

Demonstration (K-level language arts video eLearning component)
… The story Feast for 10 helps us learn to count from 1 to 10. In this backgrounder video, we
see and hear about some even bigger numbers. A single Just-for-Fun Kid host, shot in bluescreen, with a graphic background filled with numbers, gives a brief introduction that ends with
"What's your favorite number?" A series of five respondents follows. The first answer comes
from a boy who picks “5” and shows us why: the family dog just had 5 puppies. The boy then
repeats the question to lens. A kindergarten teacher replies, with “24” students. When she
repeats the question, a girl with “125” stickers in her collection answers, followed by a boy with
“2016” pennies in a jar, and finally, a girl who considers herself “No. 1.” Each of these featured
numbers will be displayed full-frame and announced by a voice-over kid chorus. …

Documentary (High school program promotional video)
… A multi-cultural group of 4 to 7 juniors sit and stand loosely together in a classroom. The
voice-over introduces the scene as a project kickoff meeting, states the technicalities of this
project phase, and its ideal end results. Some of the kids know each other, others do not. Each
exhibits individuality as they introduce themselves. They begin discussing how to proceed with
the project, and what they want to achieve. They state their uncertainties about the process they
are about to embark on, and show early preferences/biases. Role types begin to emerge.
Intercut interviews/testimonials: Team members after the fact recall the difficulties of starting a
project. They recall the excitement, hopes and fears they felt during that kickoff meeting. …

Dramatization (Industrial safety training video)
… Company time and money are saved when a holistic hazard analysis program is implemented
to consolidate multiple hazard-specific procedures. Through dramatic sequences punctuated by
on-camera spokesperson commentary, we learn that a company-wide approach is inherently
more thorough and capable of uncovering problems that hazard-specific approaches selectively
ignore. The story begins when a Safety Manager, Industrial Engineer, and Maintenance
Engineer meet coincidentally to analyze a particular job function at a fictional heavy machinery
factory. They come to agree a more comprehensive job hazard analysis process must be found
before an accident happens. The program then tracks the three safety team members as they
visit and analyze job functions in several different company locations (e.g., mailroom, office,
machine shop, production line, electrical room, boiler room). Each instance reveals yet another
positive aspect of an integrated hazard analysis program. …
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The Scriptwriting Process: Writing the Script

The Scriptwriting Process
Step 1: Define the Program
Step 2: Acquire the Base Content
Step 3: Write the Script Treatment
Step 4: Write the Script
In Step 4 of the Scriptwriting Process, you convert your script treatment into a
blueprint for producing a finished multimedia component – an image-by-image, sceneby-scene plan for photographing, drawing, screen-capturing, animating, video-recording
(or perhaps only editing) all the visuals in your piece, along with all the words to be
uttered with each.
While your script treatment needed only to convey an abbreviated impression of your
piece, your script must state exactly what we’re to see and hear in it as it will play, in
time, before our eyes. It must specify all the material your production team will be
responsible for acquiring, some of which may require good luck to obtain.
The standard 2-column format works fine in most cases, though you may decide to go
with a storyboard format if detailed visuals would work better to explain your action.
The screenplay format is standard for dramatizations.
Common Scriptwriting Applications/Tools
Multi-rowed, 2-column tables are easy to create in your favorite text editing program,
but you can learn a lot from commercial tools like Final Draft AV
(www.finaldraft.com/products/final-draft-av). Celtx (www.celtx.com) handles 2column and an array of other formats that may interest you. (And it’s free.) Here are
some other options:
Final Draft (www.finaldraft.com/products/final-draft)
Movie Magic Screenwriter (www.screenplay.com)
Adobe Story (https://story.adobe.com/#o)
FiveSprockets (www.fivesprockets.com)
Montage (www.marinersoftware.com/products/montage)
Movie Outline (www.movieoutline.com)
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Developing a Script Treatment: Strategy

Before you start working on a script treatment, establish the multimedia component’s
reason-for-being first. Use the outline below to establish its purpose and nature.
1 – Instructional Strategy
Learning Objective – State the specific learning objective you wish to address.
Target Audience – Briefly describe your intended group of learners. Explain how their
characteristics will shape your instructional design decisions.
Instructional Strategy – Briefly describe your overall instructional strategy for the learning
objective above. Summarize the content you plan to present, the way (or combination of ways)
you plan to present the content, and how you'd expect to assess a student's learning of the
material.
2 – Multimedia Component: General Characteristics
Role in the Instructional Strategy – Briefly describe the role the multimedia component will
play in your instructional strategy. What specifically will the piece do, or be responsible for, as a
contributing element of the strategy?
Form/Production Style – Describe the form your multimedia piece will likely take, and its
probable production style. Will it have the look and structure of a demonstration,
documentary, or dramatization? Will it be produced as a slide show, animation, video, or
use a combination of these styles? Estimate the piece’s duration in minutes and seconds.
Mood/Tone – Describe the piece’s overall mood or tone. Characterize its tempo/pacing.
How will it conform to, or diverge from, audience expectations? Supply a familiar example, if
you think it would be helpful to your reviewers.
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Developing a Script Treatment: Strategy Examples

EXAMPLE 1 (Practice Support – Demonstration/Slide Show)
Learning Objective: Given an adult subject, demonstrate proper Heimlich Maneuver
technique for dislodging an airway obstruction.
Target Audience: All employee supervisors of a national department store chain.
Instructional Strategy: Content: Present the seven steps of the Heimlich Maneuver. Explain the
essential actions of each step, including supporting details as needed.
Assessment: Physically demonstrate the Heimlich Maneuver on an adult
subject.
Multimedia Component: Presents a simulation of the procedure prior to student practice.
Form/Production Style: Demonstration/Slide Show (photographs of actors, display text; voiceover narration)
EXAMPLE 2 (Content Presentation Support – Documentary/Animation)
Learning Objective: Using the terminology of plate tectonics, explain how the Himalaya
Mountains came into existence.
Target Audience: Students in a university Geology 101 course.
Instructional Strategy: Content: Depict the geologic period in which the continent of India, on
the Indo-Australian Plate, advances upon then collides with the Tibetan
Plateau, on the Eurasian Plate. During this 50-million year span, the
Himalaya Mountains are thrust up at the colliding plates’ boundary to
their current altitude of 5.5 miles.
Assessment: Written response to essay question.
Multimedia Component: Presents a simulation of the process to reinforce text-based instruction.
Form/Production Style: Documentary/Animation (2D-graphic time-lapse; voice-over narration)
EXAMPLE 3 (Content Presentation Support – Dramatization/Full-Motion Video)
Learning Objective: Playing the role of interviewer in a given hypothetical employment
situation, demonstrate proper interviewing technique.
Target Audience: Internal recruiters of a biotech company’s human resources department.
Instructional Strategy: Content: Present a set of brief scenarios, each depicting a typical
interviewing situation, including in-person and telephone versions of a:
(1) behavioral interview, (2) case-based interview, (3) stress interview. In
each scenario, the interviewer models optimal interviewing technique.
Assessment: Rated performance in live mock interview simulations.
Multimedia Component: Presents a simulation to reinforce text-based instruction.
Form/Production Style: Dramatization/Video (on-screen actors; synchronous audio)
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Developing a Script Treatment: Narrative Outline

Use the scheme below to develop a narrative outline for your multimedia component.
When you’re done, recast the outline as a script treatment (prose narrative).
3 – Narrative Outline
Step 1 – Create an initial list of content items.
Step 2 – Create a narrative outline consisting of action statements.
Step 3 – Settle on a beginning, a middle, and an ending.
Decide on a Working Title
4 – Characters / Settings / Props
List each person, animal, and animate object (real or virtual) to appear on-screen in the piece or
off-screen in voice only. Describe each character’s physical characteristics, personality traits,
voice qualities, and instructional role.
List and describe each place/environment (real or virtual) to appear in the piece, and identify
each setting as internal, in-studio, or external.
List and describe each important prop (object) to appear in the piece, and briefly explain its
narrative or instructional significance.
Refine your narrative outline with any new details or understandings your work here has revealed
regarding your piece’s narrative flow.
5 – Visual Media Types
Take a fresh pass through your narrative outline to identify all the visual media types your finished
piece will use.
photograph (color, black/white, vignette, etc.)
graphic (computer screen capture, diagram, chart, 1D/2D/3D drawing, etc.)
animation (computer screen motion capture, diagram build, 1D/2D/3D character animation)
video (including various digital and digitized film formats)
6 – Verbal Elements
In your next-to-last pass through your narrative outline, identify each verbal expression (utterance) to
be heard in your piece as sync(hronous) sound or voice-over:
sync sound – for on-screen utterances by characters (spokespersons, actors, interviewees, etc.)
voice-over – for off-screen utterances (including those by characters appearing on-screen at other
times in the same piece)
7 – Post-Production Details
In your last pass through your narrative outline notate any special visual or audial effects you intend
your piece to have.
Special Visual Effects– Describe the use of blue- or green-screen rear projection, slow-motion,
time-lapse, layering, etc.
Special Audial Effects – Indicate where audio will consist of multiple tracks, or be modified
digitally. In addition, identify the type of music score your piece will have (original or stock), and
where sound effects (SFX) will occur.
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Narrative Structure

Let’s talk a little about storytelling, and its place in instructional multimedia. As
audience members, we’ve come to expect a certain predictability in the narrative
structure of the multimedia components we’ve been discussing. In simple terms, the
structure has three parts:
1. Opening – A brief introduction that gains our attention and heightens our
interest in the piece’s subject.
2. Body – A middle section that takes us through a sequence of facts, concepts,
actions, or events that elaborate on the subject.
3. Conclusion – A wrap-up that leaves us satisfied that we “got it,” or know what
to do, or where to go, if we didn’t.
The variations on this structure are endless. The beginnings, middles, and endings of
multimedia components will differ greatly in shape, duration, and conspicuousness,
depending on what comes before, after, or otherwise surrounds them in their
containing instructional strategies.
An opening often serves only as simple segue to the body of a piece. A conclusion
may quickly summarize, provide a culminating statement, or call the viewer to
perform some action to continue the learning process. As for the bodies of the stories
your pieces will tell, consider the following generic structures, for starters:
Demonstration – A series of discrete (1) actions comprising the execution of a task
or procedure, (2) events comprising a process, or (3) explanations of the interactions
of a system’s components, accompanied by supporting narration.
Documentary – An ordered progression of images (visual evidence) and sounds that
makes a structured argument regarding a premise [objective]. [from Hampe]
Dramatization – A careful composition of selected events/scenes (actions in settings
involving characters) sequenced and motivated by causes, conflicts, and choices
(external and internal) to create specific impressions relating to a premise [objective].
[from McKee]
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Three Principles of Effective (Script)Writing

As scriptwriters, we’re always being tested. Even under good conditions, we’re asked
to produce quickly and professionally. So, it’s nice to have a few key principles to rely
on to help us proceed with confidence, whatever the circumstances.
The Three Principles of Effective (Script)Writing offered below are essentially
restatements of what Strunk & White advise us in The Elements of Style. “Script” is in
parentheses because these principles in fact apply to all writing, regardless of medium.
But these principles apply especially to scriptwriting because in our work words are
spoken aloud. Mistakes are amplified. So, apply these principles habitually, regardless
of audience, subject matter, presentation genre, or production style.

1. Be brief. Make every word count.
We’re writing multimedia scripts here, not essays. Rely first on your images to tell
the story. Use words only to help them convey your intended meaning.

2. Be clear. Use precise, specific, concrete language.
Wherever you’re: (a) vague, (b) generic, or (c) abstract, be: (a) exact, (b) explicit,
and (c) real, instead.

3. Be direct. Use the active voice and second person.
Imagine you’re speaking to friends looking right at you. You’re telling them about
something important that’s happening right now.
Don’t be a hostage to prose style. Watch your images flow through your mind as you
write. Use sentence fragments for punchy connections and to vary pacing. Be
redundant only when you need to be – for emphasis. Some examples follow on the
next page.
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Three Principles of Effective (Script)Writing

Be brief. Make every word count.
Poor: The importance of this step is something which cannot be overstated.
Better: We can’t overstate this step’s importance.
Delete words that may work in formal prose but are understood through speech inflection. First,
replace all the “whiches” that should be “thats.” Then, cull the understood “that’s.” Convert all
your contraction opportunities while you’re at it.
Poor: In point of fact, we basically had an extremely good time, actually.
Better: We had a good time.
Eliminate cliché qualifiers and personal mannerisms.

Be clear. Use precise, specific, concrete language.
Poor: Corporate executives who choose to ignore, consciously or not, emerging market
trends risk missing opportunities for cost-effective manufacturing process
improvements, which inevitably leads to falling profits, and, consequently, evaporation
of customer loyalty.
Better: If you don’t respond to change: quality goes down, profits suffer, you lose trust.
Trim clause-laden sentences. Replace complicated noun-adjective and verb-adverb constructions with
strong nouns and verbs that communicate plainly. Don’t be a slave to formal sentence structure.
Poor: Statistics indicate that a high percentage of occupational injuries occur in office
environments where the importance of matching furniture configurations with
workers’ task movements goes unrecognized.
Better: One-fifth of all occupational injuries of the upper extremities and lower back are
caused by poor ergonomics in office settings.
If a statement leaves you wishing for better facts – who, what, when, where, why, or how much – it’ll
have the same effect on your audience. Supply the details so nobody’s left wondering.

Be direct. Use the active voice and second person.
Poor: Feedback is best given to an intern immediately after he or she has performed the
task assigned.
Better: Give your intern feedback – immediately.
Don’t be afraid – be personal.
Poor: The flange may be unfastened by removing the nut that holds it to the mounting box
using needle-nose pliers.
Better: Remove the nut that holds the flange to the mounting box.
We should be able to see the needle-nose pliers, and the flange separating from the mounting box.
If the pliers are important for technical reasons, put them back into the sentence.
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Conclusion

If you can dream it, you can write it.
Myron Maciejewski
myron@m-mark-m.com
San Francisco State University
College of Extended Learning
835 Market Street, San Francisco
Certificate in E-Learning Development
http://bit.ly/NmrXu0
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